2003 pontiac aztek engine

As a 5-door crossover with a front engine with front-wheel drive and optional Versatrak
all-wheel drive, the Aztek featured a four-speed automatic transmission with a V-6 engine.
Marketed by Pontiac as a "sport recreational vehicle," the Aztek used a shortened platform
shared with GM's minivans e. The design employed conventional rear outswing doors rather
than sliding doors and a bi-parting rear tailgate, the lower section formed with seat indentations
and cupholders. Other features included a front center console that doubled as a removable
cooler, Optional rear stereo controls in the cargo area, optional sliding cargo floor with grocery
compartments and optional camping package with an attachable tent and air mattress. The
Aztek was noted for its styling, which was instantly controversial. Pulitzer Prize -winning
automotive critic and syndicated columnist Dan Neil , in naming it one of the 50 worst cars of all
time, said the Aztek "violate d one of the principal rules of car design: we like cars that look like
us. With its multiple eyes and supernumerary nostrils, the Aztek looks deformed and scary,
something that dogs bark at and cathedrals employ to ring bells. The shame is, under all that
ugliness, there was a useful, competent crossover. First shown to the public in , the Pontiac
Aztek concept car was well received. The Aztek went on sale in summer as a model. The
production edition of the Aztek was launched with the tagline "Quite possibly the most versatile
vehicle on the planet" in conjunction with CBS 's hit reality show Survivor in Ultimately, the
Aztek was criticized for its styling. Mickey Kaus described the Aztek as having "awkwardly
empty and square front wheel wells" and a "gratuitous, fierce animalistic snout, which may have
been what prompted incoming GM executive Bob Lutz to famously say that many of the
company's products looked like 'angry kitchen appliances. A poll in The Daily Telegraph in
August placed the Aztek at number one of the " ugliest cars" of all time. At launch, the Aztek
was available with either front-wheel drive or Versatrak, a full-time, fully automatic all-wheel
drive system which provided traction in the snow or rain and could handle moderately rough
off-road surfaces. The Aztek was able to carry within its interior a standard 4 feet 1. Extending
this image was a seat-back mounted backpack , and a number of specialty racks for bicycles ,
canoes , snowboards , and other such items. An optional 10 speaker Pioneer stereo system
provided a set of controls located at the rear of the vehicle for tail-gate parties as well as an
unusual 2-piece tailgate with built-in cup-holders and contoured seating area for added comfort.
However, they did not conduct a side-impact test. GM forecast sales of up to 75, Azteks per year
and needed to produce 30, annually to break even. Just 27, were sold in , which was the model's
best-selling year. Pricing of the Aztek was also an issue at launch: the vehicle was too
expensive for its intended " Generation X " audience and was priced significantly higher than
competing vehicles. After the model year, the GT model was dropped and pricing was slashed,
in addition to extremely generous rebates and cut-rate financing instituted by GM in the wake of
the terrorist attacks on September 11, Power and Associates , an independent consumer survey
organization which noted: "The Aztek scores highest or second highest in every APEAL
component measure except exterior styling. He praised GM for being daring and trying to create
an entirely new market in vehicles, rather than simply copying successful formulas. He argued
that the Aztek's failure is similar to the failure of the Apple's Newton and Mac Portable â€” two
failed products that revolutionized the computer industry and became the basis for later
successful products made by Apple. In its final model year, the Aztek gained hands-free
operation of its On-Star system. Exterior color offerings also changed. The Aztek was
discontinued after the model year, and was replaced by the Theta platform Pontiac Torrent. The
last Pontiac Aztek finally rolled off the assembly line on August 31, In the American Dad! He
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arrive. More Details Less Details. Update Your Location. We put coolant in it as it was low and it
is still doing it. Maybe we need more or is there something else we can try? The temperature
gauge moves from the bottom to the top in a matter of ten minutes. I am wondering if we also
need water in the pump if that could also be an issue or something to check? I also read that we
need to replace the cabin air filter too. Do you. The water pump sits in the coolant. You do not
add anything to it. There are a lot of reasons for overheating but if the coolant level goes down,
that suggests a cylinder head gasket is leaking. White smoke from the tail pipe is one clue. Your
mechanic can also do a chemical test at the radiator or reservoir to verify that. A properly
running engine with no leaking head gasket can not overheat in just ten minutes. If air leaks into
the cooling system from a leaking head gasket, it can pool under the thermostat. That air will
prevent the thermostat from opening since they open in response to hot liquid, not hot air. That
could cause
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it to overheat that quickly. There could also be an air pocket simply because the coolant level
went low over a long period of time. Once you filled the system that air may need to be bled out
so the coolant will go up to the thermostat. I do not know which engine you have so you will
have to look if there is a bleeder screw on the thermostat housing or if there is a threaded plug
or sensor on or near that housing that can be unscrewed to bleed the air out. Was this answer. I
would say start by changing the thermostat they are cheap. Then drain you coolant see if it is
dirty or needs to be flushed could possibly be a clogged radiator. If that does not fix it have a
compression test done it could be a blown head gasket. Please login or register to post a reply.

An overheating engine is never a good thing to have happen. If the problem is caught quickly
you can save the headache of a major engine repair and possibly having to buy a I Had To
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